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Video Highlights

In this episode of MSC's Tooling Up, Toni Neary is joined by Michael Gomez, Principal R&D Engineer at
MSC for a discussion on their newest line of Accupro indexable cutting tools.

Accupro has become synonymous with cost-effective yet high-performance cutting solutions. Michael
explains the evolution of Accupro's focus, introducing a new indexable tooling line that encompasses
turning, grooving, and milling tools. These tools are equipped with unique chip breakers and an
innovative insert classification system, simplifying tool selection and enhancing performance across
various applications. You’ll learn more about Accupro’s indexable line, like its improved surface finishes
in milling inserts and versatile grooving inserts capable of both groove turning and parting. Michael
emphasizes the rigorous R&D process behind these tools, highlighting the company's commitment to
maximizing efficiency and productivity for customers.

If you want to learn how indexable tooling can increase your efficiency and productivity, this is the
Tooling Up video for you.

To learn more about Accupro and their indexable tooling solutions, visit MSCDirect.com.

For even more metalworking insights and expertise check out MSC's Better MRO knowledge hub. 

For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist from Season 3.

Tooling Up is a video series by MSC Industrial Supply Company that provides real-world insights
brought to you by leading industry experts and aimed at improving the efficiency and productivity of
your operations. Through Tooling Up, you’ll gain access to our knowledgeable in-house specialists and
experts from our most-trusted partners and suppliers, along with some exclusive innovative offerings
from MSC. From metalworking and MRO supplies, services, and expertise, to inventory management
solutions, and to the safety and well-being of your team, we are dedicated to working side-by-side with
you to make your operations better.  

https://www.mscdirect.com/accupro
https://www.mscdirect.com/betterMRO/metalworking
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7hKveeJMS38V-AyBFYfBk1gE8s4Ip3Aj&si=i9tBO6xhSfJC1UNw


For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist and subscribe to our YouTube
channel.
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